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f . iAnswer the following questions : lx4 = 4

(a) Define'record' and'file'.

(b) Define a'database'.

(c) What is the need pf data model?

(d) What is 'degree' and'cordinality' of a 'relation'?
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2. Answer the following questions : 2x5 = 10

(a) Write the structure of SELECT statement'

(b) What is database securitY?

(c) Define the term DBMS' Give two examples of DBMS'

(d) Write advantages of hierarchical data model'

(e) What is the difference between candidate key and primary key'
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3. Answer any two questions from the following i 4x2 = 8

(a) Write the characteristics of SQL.

(b) Write main four features of E-R model.

(c) Define functional dependency.Why it is required?
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4. Answer any one question from the following : 8xl = I
(a) Classify DBMS according to the number of users, the databaee site

Iocations and the type and extent of use. Write advantages of each type,

&) What is dajabase backups? Explain different types of data[psp failure,
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5. Anslver any one question from the following : l0xf = 19

(a) Define relational model. Write properties of RDBMS. What are the

advantages of relational model.

(b) what is meant by normalization? why we normalize the database?

Describe the data nomalization process.
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